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Up-Coming Events
September
14 School Board Meeting
15-17 MAP Assessments
October

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
We will be helping our local community this Friday. If you have
new items such as extra tooth paste, soap bars, packages of razors, deodorant, etc. Please bring it to school this Friday.
HOT LUNCH

9 First Quarter Grades
Cut Off

This Tuesday and Thursday we will have hot lunch provided by
the Church hospitality committee. The lunch will be salad, fruit,
12 School Board Meeting
vegetable, garlic bread, and mac-n-cheese. The meal will cost
16 First Quarter Ends
$2.50/meal. Proceeds will be used to help defray costs of the
19 Second Quarter Begins school field trips this year.
22 Parent-Teacher-Student
Conferences
25 Mama’s Country
Pancake Jamboree
30 Protestant Reformation
Day Celebration

MAP Assessments
We have successfully completed our MAP assessments, and
your child is bringing home an individual report. Please carefully look over it. I will discuss it at Parent-Teacher-Student Conferences with you. Overall, our school is slightly above the 59th
percentile, which means we are currently working at a Partially
Proficient Ranking of Average. You can stop by LEMCA and
see our School Performance Framework on our hallway bulletin
board for more detailed information.
723 Storey Blvd.
Cheyenne, WY 82009
www.lemca.org

digit numbers and comparisons; writing exponents; assessment this week.

Art– Students will create a picture using
planets as heads to convey a personal experience
Bible—MV assessment on Friday
(Ephesians 6:10-13 KJV); the War in
Heaven
ELA Handwriting –Cursive Letters Uu, Bb,
Cc, and Dd
ELA Spelling
•

Please see the parent letters detailing
the spelling lists by grade level up
through October 12. The refrigerator is a
great place to post these lists.

ELA Shared Reading—Taught by A Tiger
ELA—Guided Reading
•

Level Q/R (Makayla & Renee) - Robin
Hood and the King

•

Level Z2 (Joe & Misha)—Ali Baba

ELA—Writer’s Workshop—Expository Writing using comparing and contrasting

ELA-Read Aloud—Hinds Feet on High Places
Math
•

Mad Minute Math

•

Khan Academy math practice

•

Grade 4—finish the chapter on Place
Value focusing on adding and subtracting; rounding and estimating; and
checking for reasonable sums and differences; assessment this week.

•

Grade 5—Finish Place Value focusing
on fractions and decimals to the thousands place; place and value; multi-

•

Grade 6—Finish Rational Numbers focusing
on finding the Greatest Common Factor; writing expression involving exponents; using
PEMDAS; and products of prime factors as
exponents; assessment this week.

•

Grade 8—Finish chapter on Rational Numbers
focusing on understanding the concept of zero and negative exponents; using scientific notation; generating equivalent expressions; and
equivalent expressions involving quotients of
powers; assessment this week.

Music—Review basic rhythm concepts, symbols,
and naming notes and treble staff lines; life and
work of Johann Sebastian Bach; Wataliacha assessment
Science—Cornell Notes on Galileo and PowerPoint
project-based assessment

Social Studies—Review Cornell Notes; assessment
this week
Technology—Focus on Digital Literacy
STREAM—Continue One World City project.
Workstations
•

Science—explore Mars with NASA

•

History—Understanding the Islamic Connection

•

Bible—The War in Heaven

•

Writing—Compare and Contrast Two items without stating an opinion

